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SportChief is now offering customers a choice of premium garments
made in Canada and more affordable ones from the parent company’s sup-
pliers in China. To the right of Director Phil Hardy is a fleecy-soft Canadian
made outfit whose SilentX nap sheds water due to a Teflon coating.The gar-
ment uses an Aquatex membrane to make it fully waterproof and the
ScentZro liner is anti-microbial to fight odor. At the upper end of the cloth-
ing SportChief provides hunters, the outfit retails for $499.

The garment at left uses a three ply soft shell fabric called Triathlon. Like
the upper end garment its seams have been sealed for waterproofing and
you can zip in any of the firm’s fleece liners for extra warmth. While it lacks
the chest pocket and some of the other design features of SportChief’s
home-grown product, and isn’t quite as quiet, it retails for $249.

For more about SportChief garments and the company’s new line of
hunting boots made with the lightweight EVA polymer, call (800) 567-1729.

Kevin Gabriel heads
up Outdoor Sports
Marketing Group and
stopped by the
ArrowTrade booth
with one of the five
bows being intro-
duced by Strother
Archery. As you
might tell from the
name these bows are
being designed by
Kevin Strother, who
helped put BowTech
on the map. Brian Park
heads the firm at a
plant in Sandusky,
Michigan. Models like
this 31 inch Vanquish
use a soft-touch Predator Brown camo finish and precision strings and
cables from Cracker Archery. Gabriel said the hybrid cam system Strother
designed incorporates a hard, low friction coating on the eccentrics, mod-
ules and limb pockets. The Vanquish has a generous 7-5/8 inch brace height
and shoots 325-333 fps.

How will Strother Archery fit in the marketplace? “We’re a premium bow
line with good margins and protected territories,” Gabriel commented. Find
out more from your Outdoor Sports Marketing Group sales rep or contact
the factory at (810) 648-9200. S a n l i d a

Crossbow sent
Emma Chan to
the ATA Show
to display its
recurve and
compound full-
size crossbows
and the recre-
ational pistol
crossbows it also builds at its factory in China. The new
Chace Sun she is holding has a 175 pound draw weight
and comes with a new stock style that incorporates a
thumbhole and pistol grip. Arrow speed is 320 fps and
Chan said the limbs have been tested to 4,000 shots.

The firm has a Canadian distributor, Maximus
Crossbow Company in Ontario. It is looking for a U.S. dis-
tributor since Chan said the freight on small shipments to
individual dealers is quite costly. Reach the Canadian dis-
tributor at (800) 663-0359 or contact Sanlida Crossbow
directly. The phone number in China is 86-391-392-1111
or email chinacrossbow@yahoo.com.cn

Nylok already has some cus-
tomers in the archery industry.
For instance a Nylok-tensioned
component is part of Innerloc’s
BAT tunable broadhead series.
Chester Radwan used samples
of fasteners bonded to the
nylon material to demonstrate
how that system works to keep
fasteners from loosening. The
material is applied at one of the
Nylok plants, to your fasteners
or the common fasteners it has
in stock, and you can specify
just how much torque is need-
ed. Nylok lasts through at least
50 cycles, Radwan said. Reach
him at (973) 427-8555 or (973)
800-8875. JessyNystrom-Score298outof 300

New NASPWorld Record Holder - Girls Division

2009NASP NationalChampions
Boy’s Overall Champion

Taylor Knott
Stuart Pepper, KY

Girl’s Overall Champion
Jessy Nystrom

Hartland High School, MI
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SEE OUR ENTIRE LINE OF ACCESSORIES AT TROPHYRIDGE.COM 

“Sight in two pins and the other three sight 
 in automatically. If that’s not enough, Trophy 
 Ridge added ultra-bright fiber optics and a  
 fully-adjustable sight mount. My Judge sight  
 has  everything I need to put trophies on the  
 wall and meat in the freezer.”       – Dan Perez
          Host of Whitetail Properties

“Trophy Ridge’s vertical pin design provides 
 me with the most unobstructed view of  
 my target. Plus, I’ve got a reputation  
 for being tough on my equipment.  
 My Trophy Ridge Micro Alpha V5 is  
 bullet proof. It’s as simple as that.”                    – Jeff Simpson
                Host of Heartland Bowhunter

DOESN’T MATTER. Why? Because at Trophy Ridge,® we know every hunter is different. That’s 
why we offer a full line of sights that will satisfy any hunter’s preference. So, whether you prefer vertical pins 
or horizontal pins, just know that there is one place to find the sight that’s best for you: TROPHY RIDGE.
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Arrow Precision, LLC is one of the newer players in the crossbow
market, as 2010 will be its second full year of selling crossbows
imported from the Orient. At right Mark Ambrose (in black) talks
about the four-model line with three representatives of Dissegna
Sports Distributing in Italy. Gianne Velmo is at left, Nicola Dissegna is
at center, and Clemente Dissegna is at right.

The top of the line for 2010 is a Inferno Hellfire, which uses a
machined aluminum front riser and rail. The thumbhole stock has a
skeletal rear portion to reduce weight and it and the limbs carry the
Next G1 camo finish. Ambrose said the quality of this unit is on par
with higher-end crossbows from U.S. plants. The Hellfire has an auto
safety, anti dry-fire device and a trigger pull of 3.5 pounds. It comes
in a package with scope, rope cocking aid, quick detach quiver and
carbon arrows. Reach Ambrose in Allentown, Pennsylvania by calling
(610) 437-7138.

Jedediah Forrest, national sales manager for Pole Mountain
Outdoors Inc., was on hand to demonstrate the merits of his com-
pany’s new Hardcase BII bow case. It features a top loading design
with innovative vertical compression technology that protects bet-
ter and lasts longer than many conventional type cases. The
Hardcase BII is airtight, waterproof, sports integrated wheels for ease
of transportation and comes with an integrated combination lock for
added security.The case is TSA compliant and has been subjected to
testing to insure it will hold up under the most intense field condi-

tions. The red color
reduces internal case
temperatures more than
black, making it attractive
as well as functional. The
case securely holds two
bows and has an optional
ATV/truck rack to allow
the case to be quickly
opened while the case
remains securely locked
in the rack. Forrest noted
the case is American
made by American work-
ers and less expensive
than any other American
made product of its type.
For additional informa-
tion phone (707) 236-
0006.

According to Tink’s Marketing Director
Terry Rohm, the big news is the company’s
new line of odor elimination products. For
2010, Tink’s is also offering a concentrated
laundry detergent, hair and body soap, odor
elimination field wipes, and a foam hand sani-
tizer. Rohm told ArrowTrade all of these prod-
ucts, except the hand sanitizer, use Byotrol
technology to eliminate bacteria and viruses
on contact. Byotrol technology was developed
in the U.K. and Tink’s is the only hunting indus-
try company in the United States licensed to
use it. In addition, Rohm said Tink’s has come out
with a new inflatable doe decoy, called Miss
November. The decoy features a heavy gauge rub-
ber air bladder encased by a photo realistic skin to
make it look like the real thing. Rohm explained
each leg of the decoy has its own air valve and
takes only four to five minutes to inflate. By vary-
ing the amount of air in each leg, the decoy can be
set in a variety of realistic positions such as squat-
ting or sitting and the lightweight tail is designed
to move in the slightest breeze to provide realistic
motion. Contact Tink’s at (678) 342-9000.

In 2010 Elusive Wildlife
Technologies is making good
use of LEDs to help hunters find
their stands and their game.
Marketing Director Shane Steele
holds the company’s Blood
Tracking Light, whose multi-col-
ored LEDs really make blood
stand out on leaves and dirt.He’s
standing next to the company’s
circular Kill Lights which are
designed for varmint and hog
hunters. The Kill Lights are
ringed with 24 green LEDs,
which won’t spook the animals.
The yellow-backed packages are
the Illumitacks Game Recovery
System, which include six com-
pact weatherproof LEDs for
stands and trails.Reach the man-
ufacturer in Texas at (800) 780-
6861.
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Todd Friess, operation manager for
Quality Archery Designs is shown here
answering dealer questions. The
Ultra-RestHD arrow rest from
Quality Archery Designs offers the
ultimate in arrow rest design. The
UltraHD is a ‘smart rest’ that knows
the difference between a let-down
and a shot. Holding the arrow in
the up position prior to and during
the draw the UltraHD keeps the
arrow totally contained until the
shot preventing the arrow from
falling or being knocked off of the
rest. Upon the shot the launcher
drops away using speed and timing, and not
inertia, guaranteeing total fletching clear-
ance and the most accurate shot possible.
The launcher locks down on the shot elimi-
nating any bounce back issues.

For Michael Waddell fans the UltraHD is
now also available in a Bone Collector model
(see inset photo) which has all the features
of the UltraHD plus contains the Bone
Collector emblem. The popularity of the
Bone Collector series should make this a hot
seller.

Quality Archery Designs is planning max-
imum increase in marketing and exposure
in 2010 plus it has new attractive packaging
that is designed to be an attention getter for
the dealer. Call (434) 846-5839 for complete
information.

Entering the tenth year in production,
Bowjax is a well established name when it
comes to vibration reduction. Added to the
extensive line of vibration dampener
devices for 2010, according to co-founder
Stuart Wright (at center) is the Magnumjax.
Designed specifically to fit the wider split
limbs of some of today’s new bows the
Magnumjax is available in three sizes to fit
the Hoyt, PSE and BowTech wide limb mod-
els. To learn more about Bowjax’s complete
line of vibration dampener products call
(208) 762-3692.

WHEN YOU’RE READY FOR

SOMETHING BIGGER!
 GrizzlyStik
ABS Exclusive!

Alaska Bowhunting Supply AlaskaBowhunting.com 888.697.9828
Outdoor Sports Marketing Group 877-483-4942

Dr. Ed AshbyDr. Ed Ashby
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At Robinson Labs/Whitewater Outdoors we met with Marketing
Specialist Kyle Willis, shown holding the Dream Season Mack Daddy
and Silent Shell jackets. Willis discussed his company’s new Cold
Fusion technology
now available in all
their premier products
and told ArrowTrade
that Cold Fusion was
developed in conjunc-
tion with Freudenberg
U.K., the world leader in
carbon technology,
and it is ScentBlocker’s
most technologically
advanced carbon fab-
ric to date. Cold Fusion
was born from proven
carbon adsorption
technology and is trusted by the medical industry and by NATO mili-
taries to protect and preserve human life. This new fabric is available
only in three garments, the Bone Collector Mack Daddy, Dream
Season Pro, and the Dream Season Silent Shell.

Willis also informed us the company is introducing the new Bone
Collector 12 inch Pac Boot containing 1200 grams of Thinsulate insu-
lation and, for extremely cold weather hunting, the Dream Season
Wooly Mammoth Extreme Pac, the first scent control hunting pac
boot to combine the most innovative scent control materials available
with a trusted removable wool liner.The company has come out with
a new line of mid and expedition weight base layers along with a line
of vests using non-carbon activated S3 technology for odor elimina-
tion. For the younger hunters, Robinson Outdoors is introducing the
Lil’Bro jacket and pants using ScentBlocker technology. Phone (800)
397-1927 to receive additional information on any Robinson Labs
products.

Lee Betty was
on hand to discuss
the new platinum
line of premium
products now
being offered by
Allen Company.
Betty said the new
premium product
line is positioned
to reach a high
level consumer.
“The Platinum
series packaging is
designed to be
more eye appeal-
ing on dealer’s
shelves,” he said.
“Allen has targeted
premium products
within certain sub-
categories and has
enhanced the
value to our consumers. In addition, dealers will like the higher prof-
it margins our new products offer,” Betty continued. These new pre-
mium products include a five arrow bow quiver in either black or
Reattree AP HD camo, the new Beartooth fixed blade broadhead, the
Guide three pin bow sight and the Peak single pin bow sight. Allen
Company can be reached at (800) 876-8600.

Keith and Bonnie Struble (left), of K&B Archery in Mitchell, South
Dakota discuss the new line of Hips targets with company owner
Darren Brown. All Hips targets have been redesigned from the inside
out to accommodate high speed bows and Hips now offers a target
specifically designed to stop crossbow bolts. Brown said the new,
attractive target faces are UV and weather resistant and one side is
designed to be a tuning aid. There are over 150 target spots on the
six-sided targets so shooters are encouraged to shoot around the
target thus increasing its longevity.

Hips now offers two new professional range targets for 2010. The
targets measure 48 x 46 x 15 inches and are comprised of layered,
compressed Endurance foam which has been created specifically for
archery targets. Both Professional Range models are supported by a
heavy-duty frame system. Dealers need to simply rotate the layers or
purchase replacement foam as needed. The Pro Range System
comes with legs so it can be placed anywhere and is ready to shoot.
The Pro Range Wall comes without legs so that it can be placed on
the platform currently installed in the shop. To order these or any
other Hips targets call (800) 979-0915.

Scott Alread, Archery Business Development Manager for
Crosman met with interested dealers to discuss his company’s new
HEX and HEX 2 crossbows in the CenterPoint Hunting & Outdoors
line. The 150 pound draw HEX crossbow shown above sports an all
black tactical look for 2010 and offers an impressive arrow speed of
300 fps. Using the proven CenterPoint quad limb system, Lightning
Touch Trigger and precision optics, this bow will continue to per-
form and to produce for many seasons to come. It comes equipped
with a red or green illuminated 3 Dot and a CenterPoint 1x30 cross-
bow optic. The HEX 2 has all the same great features of the HEX but
comes with 3 carbon arrows and a quick detach one piece quiver.
The Teton R1 and Teton XS round out the line by providing power,
speed and bone crunching performance.The Teton R1 comes with a
cocking rope while the Teton XS is packaged with three carbon
arrows and a one piece quick detach quiver in addition to a cocking
rope. “We’re bringing a value based product to the consumer and
he’s getting a domestically produced, high quality crossbow without
a high price,”Alread stated. For complete information on these prod-
ucts phone (585) 657-3017.
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Neils Baldur of Baldur’s Archery in Braude, Denmark shares a
laugh with April Carter as she answers questions about Carter’s
new release offering for 2010. According to Forrest Carter, the new
Whisper Release is the quietest thumb trigger release Carter has
ever made. Four strategically placed O-rings silence the sear mech-
anism for a crisp but quiet shot. The open jaw loads quickly and
silently on a D-loop. To
minimize string and
loop contact, the jaw is
positioned away from
the face. Carter says all
these features add up
to make the Whisper
the ultimate hand held
release for hunting.
The Whisper Features
a neat Magnetic
Attraction Tensioning
System (MATS) that
can be changed by
removing one or more
magnets from the
release. Forrest Carter
also showed us the
new Lucky release
which is an index finger model with no trigger travel and the same
MATS system for customizing trigger tension without springs.
Additional information about these and other Carter releases can be
obtained by calling (607) 487-3211. 

According to Justin Lowry, the Grim Reaper Razorcut has been
completely redesigned for 2010. The Razorcut tip formally was man-
ufactured with a three piece design but is now made of solid,
machined, 416 grade stainless steel as shown in the inset photo. The
main blades of the Razorcut are made from a new Swiss steel that
makes them sharper and more durable than ever before. In addition,
Lowry said all packages of their mechanical broadheads come with
a practice point which will fly identical to the other heads in the
package. 

Grim Reaper is offering a new crossbow hunting head in 100 and
125 grain configuration for both the Razortip and Razorcut models.
The Whitetail Special is a wider cutting three blade 100 grain broad-
head designed for bows with higher kinetic energy. To receive addi-
tional information contact Grim Reaper at (801) 592-0786. 

John Schaffer of Schaffer’s Performance Archery was busy
telling dealers about his company’s new Opposition Rest Glide
Away. This is a full containment arrow rest with a lock plate fitted for
Matthews, Hoyt, or PSE risers. It also comes with a universal lock plate
so that it will fit just about any bow. The rest is easily adjustable and
functions by using an activation cord attached to the buss cable of
the bow. The Opposition Rest Glide Away is only available through
the Schaffer dealer network. To become a dealer or for more infor-
mation contact Schaffer Performance Archery at (952) 894-6169. 

Rob Smollack from ASAT Camouflage demonstrated the features
of the new Reaper Ground Blind. In addition to replaceable shoot-
through windows, the Reaper features an inside bow hook to allow
more floor space while hunting, a black interior to keep a hunter
invisible to game and a water resistant finish. The Reaper has a flip
open top for hunting wary geese or ducks. The fabric is fade resis-
tant, UV free and there is a bottom sealing flap to prevent the blind
from billowing in the wind. It comes with a shoulder bag for easy
transporting and includes two replacement windows. Customers
will appreciate the fact the 2010 Reaper is priced considerably less
than the 2009 model. 

ASAT camo isn’t just a guy thing; this year ASAT is offering its
Deadly In Pink camo shirts that feature a warm, polyester pullover
hoodie design in addition to a short sleeve pink t-shirt. A new pink
baseball cap, backpack and shorts complete the line. To receive addi-
tional information on ASAT products phone (406) 563-9336. 
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Vincent and Barbara Grundman discuss the new Flex Fletch
Glow-in-the-Dark vanes with Tommy Burdine (black top) and
Richard Wolfram (white shirt) from Broken Rack Archery in
Willimsburg, Ohio. Barbara Grundman told ArrowTrade the glow on
these vanes will last for 10 to 12 hours and they have the same great
characteristics of guidance and adhesion as all the other Flex Fletch
vanes. Grundman said these new vanes have the glow fully integrat-
ed into the vane material and it is not a coating or paint applied to
the vane that makes it glow. With the Glow-in-the-Dark vanes, there
is no need for a heavy, lighted nock to add weight to the back of the
arrow. Flex Fletch hunting vanes come in five lengths and 17 colors
with one clear vane called the Phantom. Their target vanes come in
ten sizes and 17 colors including one clear vane. To receive more
information about these or other Flex Fletch products contact them
at (651) 426-4882.

Bryan Daws (right) along with his wife Julie and son Evan took
time from their duties at Rhino Ground Blinds to get autographs
from Michael Waddell, Travis “T Bone” Turner and Nick Mundt at the
Hoyt booth. Judging from the activity surrounding the Hoyt display,
and the fact all Hoyt representatives were busy meeting with deal-
ers and writing up orders, Hoyt is expecting another good year with
the introduction of their new Maxxis and Carbon Matrix bows. Hoyt
says the Carbon Matrix (shown below right) features the most
advanced and technically sound carbon riser ever engineered. It has
a high strength to weight ratio that doesn’t sacrifice toughness,
accuracy or shootability and it is the lightest high end bow Hoyt has
ever made. While the Alpha Max continued to get rave reviews from
many dealers and their customers last year, the new Maxxis has
taken those same qualities and improved upon them. The Maxxis
offers a new, past parallel laminate XTS ARC Limb System that is
engineered to kill vibration and offer an ultra smooth shot. Maxxis
also features an innovative In Line
Roller Cable Guard that reduces
friction, increases speed and
improves efficiency. Hoyt is look-
ing to the Maxxis (below left)  to be
its top seller in 2010. For further
information call (801) 363-2990.

When we caught up with Dustin Wardell, account manager from
Black Gold Precision Bowsights he was explaining the features of
the new Ascent Single Pin sight to Dawn Farrar from Bill’s Archery in
Paris, Tennessee. Wardell said the new Ascent Single Pin Sight fea-
tures three head options: single pin scope, one pin FlashPoint HD
head, or three pin FlashPoint HD head. This year, any Black Gold
sight can be customized as to pin size, pin color, number of pins and
mounting bracket options. Wardell told ArrowTrade the new Ascent
sight offers target sight features with hunting sight toughness and
durability while offering shooters great adjustability and an easy
smooth motion. According to Wardell, dealers are extremely excited
about the Ascent due to its range of adjustability and ease of use.
Contact Black Gold at (406) 388-9060 for additional information.
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Judy and Sam Collora have been making hunters happy since
1991 when they began selling their pure, undiluted whitetail urine to
hunters across the country. Hunters using the scent reported phe-
nomenal results and their business grew. Today, Mrs. Doe Pee offers
fresh lures collected using a highly evolved and meticulously main-
tained facility. Their deer herd is checked regularly so that it remains
TB and CWD free.“With the threat of CWD, we take great care at con-
siderable expense to be sure our herd remains disease free,” Judy
Collora told ArrowTrade. Collora said she and her husband value their
customers and they can be assured they are getting the very best
product for their money. Mrs. Doe Pee comes fresh and is shipped in
ice packs or it can be purchased as a freeze dried product to be
reconstituted when needed. Mrs. Doe Pee offers a full line of urines,
scents, calls, scent eliminating products and hunting videos. To place
an order call Mrs. Doe Pee at (319) 385-3875.

Easton/Beman Marketing Coordinator,
Rich Packer told ArrowTrade that Beman is
now offering a new Bone Collector Series
of high performance arrows. These Micro-
Diameter carbon arrows deliver maximum
big game performance and accuracy. The
MFX Bone Collector has a patented micro-
small diameter for increased penetration,
low wind drift, a heavier mass for power,
and patented HIT inserts for better broad-
head accuracy. Easton introduced its
Flatline Superlite Speed Shaft in 2009 and
this year they’re offering a newer “Surgical”
version which is essentially the same shaft
with tighter tolerances. These new Flatline
Superlite Surgical shafts have a straight-
ness tolerance of .001 inch and a weigh tol-
erance of +/- 2 grains and they come with
MicroLite nocks and MicroLite inserts
installed. Packer said these new Easton
shafts allow shooters to place the shot with
surgical precision due to the combination
of high velocity and tight specifications.
For information on these or any other
Easton/Beman products call (801) 539-
1400.
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Ross Rinehart (shown holding a new Bear Attack bow) told
ArrowTrade Bear Archery introduced four new bows for 2010 with
the Bear Attack poised to be the flagship model. With the Max Pre-
Load Limbs and the draw length adjustability of the E-Cam, this bow
is expected to create a new level of efficiency while transferring the
highest percentage of energy to the arrow. Rinehart said Bear will
begin an advertising campaign directed to consumers focusing on
the Strike and Charge, two bows at the middle of their bow line. After
the successful introduction of the Young Gun, a youth bow modeled
after “Dad’s bow,” the company is looking forward to the introduc-
tion of the Apprentice, an extension of their high end youth bow
line.The Apprentice will offer a single cam and 13 draw weight posi-
tions that lets the bow grow with the young archer. For further infor-
mation about these and other Bear Archery products contact them
at (812) 457-1250.

Delta Sports Products now allows bowhunters to practice like
they hunt with the new Archer’s Choice Real World Buck. According
to Delta Marketing Associate Jake Stark (above) the Real World Buck
features an exposed vital area and bone structure on one side of the
target. Stark said the target is mounted on a rotating stand that can
turn 180 degrees.This means a different shot angle is presented after
every hit. The Real World Buck was designed with the help of Ralph
and Vicki Cinciarulo and offers an anatomically correct, replaceable
vital area. For 2010, Delta has introduced four new surreal 3D targets
that promise to make interesting shooting sessions. The T-Rex,
Bigfoot,Triceratops and Dragon targets have a replaceable body sec-
tion to extend the life of the target. Stark told ArrowTrade that Delta
has teamed up with Fred Eichler and his Smokin’ Predators TV show
to come up with The Imposter Little Scamp predator decoy. Contact
Delta Industries at (800) 708-0673 for additional information.

Devon Samuelson
(left) and Kevin Folsom
of Outdoor Sports
Products discussed the
SaberMaxx Broadheads
with interested cus-
tomers. The SaberMaxx
is a fixed, three blade
broadhead fitted with a
flight stabilizer blade
ring to improve the
arrow flight path and to
increase hemorrhaging
on game animals. These
heads come with a
replacement blade kit to
make it convenient and economical for hunters to change blades after a
shot. The SaberMaxx has a 1-1/8 inch cutting diameter and is legal for
hunting in all states except Colorado. Samuelson also called attention to
the OSP Stabilizer Offset Bar for maintaining bow balance on compound
bows.The Stabilizer Offset Bar has mounting holes for offsetting the stabi-
lizer from the center of mass to correct the moment of inertia generated
by the weight of additional equipment such as a mounted quiver.The sta-
bilizer bar includes a wrist rope for secured flight release and universal
bow mounting hardware. Call (509) 990-9474 for complete information.

Ray Browne of BCY and Dave Hryn (right) of Dave’s World of
Archery in West Seneca, New York discuss BCY’s new Trophy
Bowstring material. Browne said the new Trophy Bowstring
material is essentially the same as their popular 452X bow-
string only it contains Gore fiber to make it more durable. The
Trophy Bowstring has better abrasion resistance, produces less
noise and vibrates less than other string material. Trophy is
available in all BCY colors. Contact BCY at (860) 632-7175 for
further information.
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ULTRA-SMOOTH LEVER LINK TRIGGER

INFINITELY ADJUSTABLE WRIST STRAP

ADJUSTABLE TRIGGER TENSION AND

TRAVEL

MAX-COMFORT WRIST STRAP

THE HOT SHOT INFINITY IS THE

SMOOTHEST RELEASE YOU’LL EVER SHOOT! 
SEE YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TODAY AND ASK

FOR IT BY NAME!

As a result of shooter awareness of the Laporte Bow Trap, Pete Roemer (above) of
Trueflight Feathers said there was an increased interest in shooting flu-flu arrows at aerial
targets. So, Trueflight has come out with a specially prepared full length feather specifically
designed for wrapping flu-flu arrows. The price is reasonable because it is half the cost of
their regular full length feathers. “The Laporte Bow Trap and flu-flu arrows make aerial tar-
gets fun to shoot,” Roemer said. He suggested archers attach the feathers with contact
cement to insure good adhesion to the shaft. Contact Trueflight Feathers at (715) 543-8451.

Fred Settles, C.O.O. at Muzzy Products said because of
an increased interest in bowfishing, Muzzy has come out with the Xtreme Duty Bowfishing
Kit for 2010. The kit has everything a shooter needs to set up a bow for a season of serious
bowfishing. The kit includes Muzzy’s 1067XD Xtreme Duty Bowfishing Reel which fights the
fish and allows for faster arrow retrieval, a Heavy Duty Reel Seat, full containment Fish Hook
Bowfishing Rest, 100 feet of 200 pound test line and Muzzy’s 1020-C Classic Fiberglass Fish
Arrow with Carp Point. Settles noted that Muzzy has no fewer than ten fiberglass arrows with
fish points and a Carbon Gator Getter arrow for hunting alligators. For those looking to use
a crossbow for their bowfishing endeavors, Muzzy has a Carbon Gator Getter Crossbow Bolt.

Settles was also enthusiastic about the new Muzzy Phantom-MX 85 grain broadhead
which is a two blade version of their Phantom-MX 100 grain head. Hunters will like the 1-1/8
inch cutting diameter of this new head and the fact that the .040 inch thick blade is easily
resharpened. For information call (770) 387-9300.
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Scott Mackie, president of Mid Atlantic Archery Products holds
his company’s newly redesigned and upgraded TriVan Vanishing
rest. The rest features an innovative design that securely holds an
arrow at any angle through the full draw cycle. When the arrow is
released, the Vanishing Arm Technology (VAT) allows the support
arms to vanish from the arrow’s flight path, resulting in perfect fric-
tion free flight. Mackie said the rest which comes in three models,
has a right or left handed micro-adjustment bracket, an arrow shaft
diameter adjustment feature and a Vibra-Shield coating to deaden
sound. Reach Mid Atlantic by calling (410) 568-9660.

According to Mark Wenberg, Trophy Ridge revamped the vertical
pin sight line in 2009 and introduced seven new vertical pin sights.
This year they did it again with seven more new sight offerings with
a horizontal pin configuration. The new Hit-Man 3, Hit-Man 5 he is
holding and the Hit-Man 7 sights offer three, five or seven pins
respectively and all feature a rheostat sight light and lightweight all
aluminum construction. The 5 pin and 7 pin models come in micro
and non-micro versions and shooters have a choice of either .019 or
.010 size pins.

Rocket Broadheads have a reputation for field point accuracy and
excellent penetration on game and this year Wenberg said his com-
pany is offering a 100 grain three blade Meat Seeker with a 2 inch cut
and a two blade 85 grain Meat Seeker with a 1-1/2 half inch cut. Both
heads provide maximum tissue damage while the rotating tip finds
the path of least resistance around bone and provides maximum
penetration. For additional information phone (800) 694-9494. Mike Benton of Bay Country Archery in Pasadina, Maryland (left in

photo at left) looks over a price sheet with Rony Leist of DoubleTake
Archery LLC. Leist noted DoubleTake’s new Nockturnal
lighted nocks weigh only 20 grains and they don’t
require glue, magnets, or assembly. Hunters will like the
fact these nocks don’t need to remain in contact with
the arrow shaft to remain lit. The Nockturnal nocks are
available in red, green or yellow.

Leist was also excited about the new Transition Peep
Sight (see inset photo) with a photochromic self adjust-
ing tint similar to that used in prescription eyeglasses.
The Transition peep weighs just 6 grains and self
adjusts to clear in low light and then darkens as the

amount of light increases.
To generate additional sales, dealers might be interested in the

Full Camo Arrow Antenna that functions as a car or truck antenna
but looks like a real arrow. For tricking out a truck, DoubleTake offers
the Buck Brake, a light featuring a large buck skull and designed to fit
in the hitch attachment on most pickup trucks. Dealers can contact
DoubleTake at (210) 722-3484 for additional information.

Dan Leubke
(left) of Reconyx
shows the new
H y p e r F i r e
Scouting Camera
to Dave Stanke
(center) and Chad
Curtis (right) of
Archery Elements
in Green Bay,
Wisconsin.“This is
the best trail cam-
era on the mar-
ket,”Stanke said. He was looking over the line of Reconyx trail cam-
eras when we walked by the booth and overheard the comment
made to Luebke.“Nothing ever goes wrong with these cameras,” he
added. Luebke informed us about the new Reconyx line of HyperFire
Scouting Cameras that are small in size but big on performance.
Luebke said these new cameras are smaller, faster, sharper, have a
longer battery life and will function using 6 or 12 AA batteries.

The cameras now use a SD memory card and, with new propri-
etary technology, they capture high definition images with speeds
as high as two frames per second. These HyperFire Scouting
Cameras have a completely new battery and case design in addition
to a new custom made lens and a faster motion detector. They are
offered with a High Output Covert IR or a low glow semi-covert IR
that provides a nighttime flash range of 50 feet.To receive addition-
al information on these and other Reconyx cameras contact the firm
at (866) 493-6064.
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Jennifer McMillin (left) and husband Dave
stopped by Arizona Archery Enterprises Inc. to
talk to AAE’s Nina Hinton and to check out the new
Fletch III fletching tool. This year, AAE has come out
with the Pro Blade Plus (see below), a tough, micro-
adjustable target rest developed with the help of
the company’s staff shooters. The rest features a
unique indexing system for changing the launcher
arm without having to readjust the tuning and the
launcher arm rotates for blade angle. There are
laser-etched adjustment lines and the rest comes
standard with .010 and .012 blades to help target
shooters adjust the perfect tune.

Hinton also said AAE has developed Max
Impact, a superior insert adhesive designed for

high impact applica-
tions. It is ready to
shoot ten minutes
after application. To
receive additional
information on these
and other AAE prod-
ucts contact them at
(800) 254-9492.

Plano Marketing Manager for Outdoors and Hardware, Doug
Riewski explained the advantages of the Plano BowGuard Bow Case
to interested customers. Manufactured from impact modified resin,
the case has a patented PillarLock feature and provides unmatched
support in the center of the case. With superior high-density foam
and multiple position tie downs, shooters will find the case accom-
modates almost any bow (traditional or parallel limb). Elastomeric
arrow storage in the lid provides safe secure transport of a dozen car-
bon or aluminum arrows.

Plano makes an All Weather Bow Case with the ability to store a
fully loaded quiver. Elements are kept at bay as the rubberized gas-
ket protects the interior from dust and rain. Measuring in at 48 inch-
es long x 21 inches wide x 7.5 inches high, the All Weather Bow Case
has been engineered to transport bows up to 43 inches axle to axle.

Plano is also offering the new BowGuard soft case that is designed
for ease of use and for travel.This case allows the stabilizer and quiver
to remain attached to the bow while stored in the case. It features
600 denier weather resistant material, a thick foam padding, and
RealTree AP camo while a reinforced base provides added protec-
tion. For more information contact Plano at (630) 552-9410.

Rob Girard is shown
here holding the 2010
Horton Team Realtree
Ultra-Lite Express
Crossbow. This new
crossbow weighs only
6-1/2 pounds and fea-
tures an all aluminum
rail. “This bow is posi-
tioned to hit the
‘sweet spot’ in the
marketplace and we
think it’s going to do a
lot of volume,” said
Girard. “The Summit HD 150 is still our number one seller while the
Vision 175, in its second year, is our marquee bow,” he added. Girard
went on to say these bows are very versatile and extremely quiet and
that Horton has an exclusive license with the Bone Collector name.
Horton has also come out with a de-cocking arrow to unload the
bow after the hunt. Reach Horton at (330) 633-0305.
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After more than 50 years at the helm of Buck Stop Lure
Company, Don Garbow handed the leadership of the company to
his daughter Bonnie Johansen and her husband Brian. Both share
the same beliefs as Don did in selling only the highest quality scents,
lures and attractors.This year, Buck Stop has introduced a new line of
super premium scents called Guide Grade Scents. The special urines
contained in this new line are collected using a state of the art col-
lection process and then they are given special care and handling to
ensure their freshness and purity. Because of the limited amount of
urine that can be collected, Brian Johansen said these new scents are
strictly a special order item and dealers are encouraged to order
early so that they have a supply on hand for the fall hunting season.
To place an order call Buck Stop at (800) 477-2368.

Coach George Ryals (left) and Eric Griggs
discuss the new Mongoose Release by Scott
Archery (see inset photo). According to
Griggs, the Mongoose has an innovative in-
line single caliper design and a new one piece
curved trigger. An improved jaw radius offers
shooters incredible accuracy and durability.
The larger, ergonomic head design is sure to
appeal to those shooters preferring a slightly larger release. The
Mongoose comes with a large strap and is available in Mossy Oak
camo as well as in black.

In back tension releases Scott has introduced three new models.

The Megahorn and Babyhorn are two new additions to the
Longhorn series while the Mini Black Hole release rounds out
their Black Hole series of back tension releases.

Scott is also offering the popular Shark release with a nylon
connecting system and the new Quick-Shot release with a one
piece trigger and an adjustable length rope connector. Griggs
noted Scott Archery now offers a new bow sight called the

Sniper. This sight comes equipped with a rheostat sight light, har-
monic dampener, all steel pins and comes standard in the Lost cam-
ouflage pattern. For additional information contact Scott Archery at
(606) 663-2734.

According to Greg Smith, plant manag-
er at NAP, New Archery Products has
come out with a number of new items for
2010. Smith told ArrowTrade the company
is enthusiastic about its new, affordable
Apache total containment arrow rest. The
Apache features precision machined alu-
minum component construction and has
a launcher arm that is quiet and reliable.
This rest will stand up to the most extreme
hunting conditions. The fact that no tools
are required for set up or adjustment will
appeal to many hunters.

Because of the popularity of the three
bladed Bloodrunner broadhead, NAP now
offers a new two blade model for 2010.
The Bloodrunner two blade has a low, 1-
1/8 inch profile when closed but opens to a wide 2-1/16 inches when
deployed. Both Bloodrunner models are super-strong, have extremely
sharp blades and deliver the goods with absolute dependability.

Another new offering is the Thunderhead Edge,a fixed blade broad-
head with all the features of the tried and true Thunderhead but
comes with an exclusive,straight/serrated blade technology that slices
through hide and flesh with ease. The offset blades of the
Thunderhead Edge produce huge exit holes to make blood trailing
easier. With a proven design and precision manufacturing, NAP says
this head is sure to be a hit among hunters next fall.

For fans of mechanical broadheads, NAP has come out with the
new Spitfire Edge that has the same strength, reliability and killing
power as their regular Spitfire. The Spitfire Edge differs from its
older brother in that it has straight/serrated blades that are devas-
tating on hide and flesh. The three blade Spitfire Edge weighs 100
grains and has a 1-3/4 inch cutting diameter. Information on these
and other NAP products can be obtained by calling the company
at (800) 323-1279.
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Pine Ridge Archery has always had
a line of useful products for hunters
and this year they have come out with a
new Ground Blind Camera Mount to
allow hunters to film their hunt from
any window in the blind. Jim Broberg
(left) and Brian Bychowski told
ArrowTrade the mount has a pivoting
arm that attaches to the support hub of
blinds such as Double Bull and other
models.“Because it mounts on the win-
dow, it doesn’t take up any valuable
floor space in the blind,” Bychowski told us.“The mount can be used
with just about any camera, either personal or professional,”
Broberg added.

Bychowski noted that Pine Ridge has updated its Pro-Bow-Cam
camera support to include a new level adjustment and beefed up
hardware.The Instant Arrow Glue has been a big seller this past year
after dealers were given samples at the 2009 ATA Show in
Indianapolis. He said they seem to like it because of its consistency,
not too runny or too thick. Additional information can be obtained

at (847) 526-2349.

Target Communications is still the premier consumer sport show
company in the world according to Glenn Helgeland, president of the
company. Helgeland said Target Communications has a new program
this year that includes a tech information center and will offer mini
seminars that will be built into the tech information center on the
exhibit floor. Experts on subjects such as archery, optics, food plots,
muzzleloading, slug shooting, venison butchering and many other
topics will be available.“It’s a technical world and we’re going after the
younger, technically oriented outdoor people,” said Helgeland.

Several basic hunting seminars will be offered on a trial basis this
year and then evaluated on how well they were received.“We offer a
two dollar discount coupon which is available off our website and we
send out over 150,000 direct mail postcards to previous show atten-
dees,” Helgeland stated.“We’re advertising in newspapers, magazines
and we’re doing some advanced ticket sales this year,” he added. In
addition, the company website has been redesigned and now offers
several new advertising programs. “Our magazine, Preview, is now
offered online only,” he told us.

The best way to sell a product is to get it into the hands of the con-
sumer and the shows allow both manufacturers and dealers to do just
that.“People come to our shows because they want to see and touch
the product before they buy it,”he stated.Left to right in our photo are
Kyle Miller, Cheryl Keller, Glen Helgeland and Dave Schroeder. For
additional information call Target Communications at (262) 242-3990.

Rick Forrest told ArrowTrade the Swacker
broadhead was originally developed for
hunting elk. The heavy duty head was
intended for smacking through heavy bone
and muscle without deflecting on severe
quartering away shots. The extremely large
exit holes produced by this blade promise a
good blood trail and a reduction in lost
game. These broadheads come in a three
pack and Forrest said by taping the blades
shut it becomes a practice head without
dulling the blades. He said this head works
very well with crossbows. For additional
information phone (318) 435-3892.
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The arrow head
shaped packaging
of Tru-Fire broad-
heads has always
been an eye catch-
er and according to
Plant Manager Tim
Lamonska, the
company’s new T1
fixed blade broad-
head is sure to gen-
erate a lot more
interest from
hunters this com-
ing hunting season.
He explained the
ferrule of the T1 is
precision machined
from a solid piece
of steel making it
one of the most
durable heads on the mar-
ket. A Spring Retention
System (SRS) locks the
blades into the ferrule
while the tips of the
blades are held in place by
a two position locking
design located in the tip. The aggressive tip design creates an un-
sealable hole and causes massive blood loss making for good blood
trails. The three bladed T1 comes in 100 and 125 grain models and
replacement blades are readily available.

Lamonska also noted Tru-Fire is offering a Hybrid Strap option for
its Edge, Hurricane and 360 releases. The Hybrid strap combines the
benefits of a Velcro strap and buckle strap to give shooters the abil-
ity to quietly make infinite adjustments and to achieve a perfect fit.
Tru-Fire has also come out with a line of smaller releases designed
for petite or young shooters. These smaller releases utilize the same
parts as the standard models and safety is not compromised. The
smaller releases are available in the Hurricane Hybrid FoldBack, Edge
Hybrid FoldBack, and the Hurricane Hybrid Web in either pink or
camo patterns. Tru-Fire can be reached at (920) 923-6866.

Vital Gear has a new division called 4 Max Gear which, according
to company owner Ben Afshari, offers hunters affordable gear at a
reasonable price. Afshari said the new product line will be marketed
through Vital Gear and the two won’t compete. There will be an
introduction of price point products through 4 Max Gear.“The new
three pin MeatHunter bow sight is designed to go on youth bows or
as part of a complete bow package,” said Afshari. He also noted that
4 Max Gear will be offering the Force3 and Force5 bow sights fea-
turing an innovative sandwich wrap concept and anchor angled pin
technology for perfect pin alignment without pivots. No tools will be
needed to adjust windage or elevation settings and the 12 inches of
fiber optic is completely protected by hypodermic needle pins.

The Teflon Biscuit is an extremely simple full containment arrow
rest with the launcher arm made from a blend of composite materi-
al. Afshari said this rest produces no noise on draw and is extremely
easy to tune. According to Afshari, 4 Max Gear has set its sights on
the needs of the firearms industry as well and will offer shotgun
sights, choke tubes and tactical pistol products. Reach Vital Gear at
(859) 253-1003.

Mossy Oak is synonymous with innovative and effective camou-
flage design. It introduced its newest Break Up Infinity pattern,
shown in the photo by Tommy Tormohlen (left) and Dustin Whitacre.
According to Tormohlen, Infinity combines excellent depth, contrast
and detail making it one of the most effective patterns ever pro-
duced. Each element of Infinity was selected to add realism to a
woodland background and is designed to break up a hunter’s sil-
houette making him practically invisible to game.“Mossy Oak wants
to provide this new pattern to its entire group of partners and
licensees throughout the industry,” said Tormohlen. Mossy Oak has
not forgotten its other patterns but Tormohlen said the company
will be focusing its efforts on promoting Infinity through its market-
ing team.“Our goal is to provide the most cutting edge and highest
quality camouflage patterns for our partners throughout the indus-
try,” he added. Call Mossy Oak at (662) 494-8859 for information.

Marvin Long, owner of TailorMaid Archery Products, said his
company has been making bowstrings on production machines
since 1978 and has continued to upgrade machines and processes
to assemble some of the finest bowstrings available in the market
place today. TailorMaid bowstrings are made from the industry’s

finest materials with the best
process for assembling them.
This year TailorMaid is offer-
ing the new TUXZ Premium
String. This non-rotating bow
string is offered in new pack-
aging featuring a printed
container labeled for a par-
ticular sized string. There are
numbered sizes for standard
strings and strings made for
specific compound bow
models. Dealers can call (989)
685-2223 for a price sheet or
for additional information.
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Greatree Archery is a distributor and manufacturer of recurve and
longbows in both hunting and target mod-
els. According to Senior Sales Manager Mark
Hall, 2010 marks the company’s 10th year in
the archery business. Greatree imports and
distributes Olympic style bows and related
accessories including gloves, sights and
rests. Hall noted that Greatree has devel-
oped an affordable Olympic carbon handle
riser for a standard I.L.F. style bow and that
the company is now importing limbs by MK
Korea for Olympic recurve bows as well.
These limbs have established three new
world records in just one year. He noted the
company has added additional high quality
archery accessories by Carel, Fivics and Kaya.
Greatree can be reached by calling (860)
643-7344.
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Kurt Baumgartner, shown holding a new U-V Killer camo vest from
Atsko/Sno-Seal Inc., said Atsko is introducing the vest that looks
solid orange to humans but appears to be a yellow/brown camo pat-
tern to deer. According to Baumgartner, this vest meets legal hunting
requirements but won’t alert deer because it is not treated with UV
brightening agents as are other blaze orange vests. A patented treat-
ment applied to the fabric hides a camouflage pattern behind the
blaze. Licensing opportunities are available.

Baumgartner also noted that Atsko has come out with a new
Permanent Polymer Water and Stain Repellent that is designed for
just about any type of outdoor gear. This product must be heat acti-
vated by using a hair dryer, iron, or by placing the treated garment in
hot sunlight. Only one treatment is needed and it is odor free. Atsko
can be reached at (803) 531-1820.

Two years ago, Carbon Express set out
to change the world of hunting with the
introduction of the Aramid-KV Kevlar
hunting shafts. This year the company
appears to be doing it again with the new
versatile Mayhem and PileDriver Series.
Len Resmer (left) and Bob Eastman told
ArrowTrade the new Mayhem shafts with
K-360 Weave Technology provide shoot-
ers with complete 360 degree spine con-
sistency, speed, accuracy and penetration
in a single arrow. BuffTuff Plus is a standard feature with this shaft as
are the popular Bulldog Nock Collars that ward off the effects of nock
end impacts. With a straightness of +/- .0035 of an inch and a weight
tolerance of +/- 1.0 grain, this shaft ensures precise broadhead place-
ment. For those looking for a weight forward shaft, the Mayhem
Hunter is the one to choose while hunters seeking the ultimate in
penetration should look to the new Piledriver and Piledriver Hunter
shafts. The Piledriver Hunter is the heaviest arrow in the Carbon
Express line and provides maximum kinetic energy and greater knock
down power.The built-in weight forward technology provides superi-
or down range accuracy while the Predator vanes allow the shaft to
achieve additional velocity.

Eastman also noted that Carbon Express has come out with the
new Troika Lite 75, a broadhead weighing just 75 grains and designed
for youth or low poundage bows. The Troika Lite 75 (in inset photo
above the Moon Nock) features three heavy duty blades, a bone
breaking steel Trocar tip and a 1-1/8 inch cutting diameter.

Eastman called our attention to the new line of crossbow bolts
now being offered by Carbon Express.The Aramid-KV, Maxima Hunter,
CX Crossbolt and Surge are offered in their carbon line while the CX
Aluminum bolt is priced with the value minded shooter in mind.
Carbon Express is also offering their lighted Moon Nocks for crossbow
users.The Lazer Eye of the nock is activated upon release of the cross-
bolt when the bow string compresses forward upon the arrow. The
Lazer Eye is good for multiple uses and is engineered to provide up to
seven hours of illumination. Call Carbon Express at (810) 720-8955.
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Each season more hunters are becoming aware of the necessity of
treestand safety and as a result, more of them are wearing some sort
of fall restraint. While Gorilla may be primarily known for their tree-
stands, the company has come out with a new body harness that
ensures hunters will be coming home after a hunt. Jeff Bergman
demonstrated the new EXO Tech harness from Gorilla when we vis-
ited the Gorilla booth and he told us this harness features a highly
adjustable, quick, four point parachute buckle system that incorpo-
rates high quality components making it easy to use and comfort-
able to wear. The technically advanced ventilated design of the har-
ness is combined with a longer tether system to ensure all day com-
fort and a 360 degree range of motion. The EXO Tech harness has a
unique energy absorbing tether system that is engineered to decel-
erate smoothly in the event of a fall.

Bergman added that Gorilla has introduced a new line of
Expedition HX treestands that feature an extra wide, contoured
Comfort Mesh seat that reduces peak pressure points and provides
more comfort. The ergonomic seat is weather proof and flips up
when the hunter is ready to take the shot. The new Expedition HX
line offers an all welded design that is 20 percent lighter and a
durable, anti-slip textured coating for better footing and safety. To
receive additional information contact Gorilla Inc. at (810)733-6360.

Sims Vibration Laboratory is known for its variety of vibration
and sound dampening products but what had company President
Steve Sims excited was the introduction of his company’s new flag-
ship split-limb compound bow called “Proton”. Sims said this bow
weighs less than four pounds and that the short axle length pro-
vides forgiveness and torque free shootability. The bow’s new cam
system eliminates cam lean and wobble by balancing the loads on
the axle. An innovative limb adjustment system allows shooters to
adjust limb poundage in precise two pound increments. “This bow
incorporates all the suggestions made by our customers,” Sims stat-
ed. Contact Sims Laboratories at (360) 427-6031.

Roger Collier from The Rack Outdoors in Collins, Mississippi and
Brandy Mallet discuss an order form for the outdoor seat cushion
made by Hunt Comfort. These cushions are made in the United
States and are considered one of the best seats available for outdoor
use. Turkey hunters especially will find these cushions comfortable
and easy to carry around the woods.“We apply modern technology
to the sitting game,”
said company owner
David Robinson.“Our
seat cushions are
designed to reduce
nerve compression,
improve circulation
and to reduce skin
irritation when sit-
ting for long peri-
ods,” he added. For
more information on
this product phone
(888) 757-3232.

We almost sat down and ordered a cup of coffee (and we weren’t
the only ones) until we realized the cleverly designed Kinsey’s Café
was actually the Kinsey’s booth. “We’re here selling service and I
think it’s what we do best,” Rick Kinsey told ArrowTrade. “We offer an
annual dealer show which is attended by thousands of dealers from
across the country including Puerto Rico and Alaska.This is a creative
way to have fun at the show while highlighting the services we pro-
vide to our customers. Our theme was a restaurant café and our
motto was ‘Let us serve you,’ and then we presented dealers a menu
as to how we could do just that,” Kinsey stated. “We offered a ‘daily
special’ whereby dealers could get money back on their next order
by selecting a fortune cookie and it was a hit,” Kinsey added.
Waitresses Jody Bowers (left) and Lisa Brown (right) helped present
customers with menus. Contact Kinsey’s at (800) 366-4269.
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™

Length: 2.1”
Height: .56”
Weight 7 grains

™

•SHORT-HIGH PROFILE 
•PROVEN SHAPE
•FUSED BASE AND BLADE
•NO PRIMER ON THE VANE
•SUCTION-FIT BASE
•SUPERIOR FLIGHT & 
STABILIZATION
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Length: 3”
Height: .45”
Weight 8 grains

Length: 1.5”
Height: .40”
Weight 3.5 grains

Falls from treestands are never a good
thing but if one should happen hunters
can rest easy knowing they can easily get
out of their predicament by using a self-
recovery fall arrest system by Hunter
Rescue. Richard Lewis, company owner
told ArrowTrade The HunterRescue Self
Recovery Fall Arrest System was created for
one and only one purpose: To allow the
hunter to get to the ground in a controlled
manner in the event of a fall from a tree-
stand or other elevated platform. It can
also be used in the event of a catastrophic
treestand failure or if the two parts of a
climbing stand become separated. The
Hunter Rescue System comes complete
with 30 feet of 9 mm safety rope, a full
body harness, tree strap and a suspension
relief device. Lewis (left) and his associate
Skip Bell are pictured with the product. For
information phone (205)222-5346.

For turkey hunters nothing beats a vest
for carrying all their gear. Quaker Boy, one
of the best known names in game calls, is
now offering one of the most unique prod-
ucts on the market. Quaker Boy
Marketing Director, Ernie
Calendrelli (photo) demonstrat-
ed the new Vest-a-Blind, a quick,
simple way to suddenly disap-
pear when a nearby gobbler
sounds off and there’s nowhere
to hide. The blind, made of cam-
ouflage netting is carried in a
rolled position on the back of
the vest. When needed, a hunter
has only to reach over his shoul-
der and pull the netting over
himself to be hidden in seconds.
Quaker Boy’s new Outline Buster
turns any vest into a blind and is
sure to be a hit in the woods this
spring and fall. For additional
information phone (800) 544-
1600.

ArrowTrade's staff
was kept busy trying to
cover the whole show
and review all of the new
products. Mike Raykovicz
(left), a writer for
ArrowTrade listens while
Rex Darlington of Darton
explains the finer points
of Darton's compact new
Serpent crossbow. With
the increasing legaliza-
tion of crossbows across
the country many deal-
ers are taking advantage
of these new selling
opportunities. To learn
more about Darton bows
and crossbow call (989)
728-4231.
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Mor Archery Targets has developed a uniquely safe and com-
petitive archery target system that can be used by individuals of
almost any age or skill level. MOR hopes that this target system will
encourage non-archers to become participants in the sport on a
regular basis. For current archers, this target system offers continu-
ous new ways to be creative while honing shooting skills. Pictured
are (left to right) Courtney Penrose, Mitch Penrose, Rhonda Yaroch
and Tim Yaroch. The target system is compact and can be broken
down and taken just about anywhere. It comes complete with a col-
lapsible stand, two sided target, four color chalk, twelve 100 grain
blunt arrow tips and a heavy duty carry bag. Mark Penrose told
ArrowTrade the target can handle arrows up to 360 fps shot at 25
yards.The blunt tips simply slide on any arrow and weigh 100 grains.
Yaroch said the idea was to build shooting skills, excitement and
interest in young shooters. To find out more about the MOR Target
System phone (586) 202-9735.

Archery Game Cube has discovered a novel and interesting way
to make practice sessions fun by offering a variety of target faces
that appeal to just about any shooter. From poker games to tic, tac,
toe, the number of target faces seemed limitless. Elizabeth Lewis said
she and her husband sold far more of the targets than they expect-
ed. “Dealers liked the price point and the fact they can sell a target
face for ninety-nine cents and still make a good profit,” she added.
The dealers with whom she came in contact said it was a great new
innovative product and rather than making up shooting games their
customers can buy an inexpensive target face and have a good time.
“We carry fun games and educational games that are purchased by
NASP and we even carry biblical games for Centershot, a church min-
istry where youth groups are involved in archery,” she added. To get
more information about these targets call (812) 967-8915.

Jeff Bergmann (speaking at podium) founded Providence
Marketing Group in 2006 after more than 12 years working in the
outdoor industry.
Providence combines
marketing and advertis-
ing know-how with a
deep understanding of
the outdoor sporting
market to help any
brand stake its claim.
Providence allows man-
ufacturers to make the
most of their marketing
budget, earning more
impressions and, most
importantly, more sales.
With these goals in
mind, Providence host-
ed a media gathering to
provide media repre-
sentatives with infor-
mation on products
from G5, Carbon
Express, Gorilla, Dead
Down Wind and Quest.

Feathers are still the fletching of choice for many shooters and
Mike Badgett of Gateway Feathers said his company has brought
back the popular gray, pink and pink barred colors in their full line.
Gateway now offers their new G-1 Glue in a no-drop formula.
Badgett said the new glue will dry in 40 to 60 seconds and it has a
non-run formulation to make fletching chores easier. Contact
Gateway at (520) 850-8063.
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Jim Crane of Ambush Hunting Products (below) stands in the
mist of the company’s complete line of tree stands, ladder stands,
ground blinds, climbing aids and accessories. An exciting new item
for 2010 in Ambush’s line-up is the Revolution Treestand. The
Revolution is a hang-on stand with an adjustable, removable seat.
The two-piece design allows the stand’s platform to be removed
while the seat and stand support remain locked to the tree.

A package of three supports complete with seats and one plat-
form will be offered this year.This package allows the hunter to have

three hunting sites set-up with one platform that can be quickly
transferred between locations. This system gives the hunter three
possible stand locations without requiring him to buy three stands
while also reducing the possibility of theft. The stand is available
with three different sized platforms for the maximum versatility.
Ambush offers a complete line of blinds and stands at a wide variety
of price points. For more information call (309) 676-7930.

In the photo below, Steve VonStrohe of TechnoHUNT talks to
John Fugape, owner of Hard Nocks Archery of Englewood, Ohio and
Amy Albright about how a TechnoHUNT system can increase shop
traffic and add to the bottom line. “Even in a poor economy the
video lane business is good,” said VonStrohe.“People want to partic-
ipate and they want to shoot. Even if they are not able to buy a bow
or other high ticket item at this time they will still buy accessories
and video lanes bring traffic to the shop.”

For 2010 TechnoHUNT offers a stand system that makes setting
up of the video range quick and easy while reducing associated
vibration. Also new is a laser shot system which simulates a firearm
and can be added to any existing system using a Windows XP or
later operating system. Call (303) 531-4868 for information.

In its ongoing efforts to expand into new categories within the
outdoor industry, Lone Wolf Portable Treestands has acquired the
Burlington, Iowa based CamoFlex, maker of the PMI Cover System.
The PMI Cover System represents a family of products that offer fast,
total concealment in any hunting situation, regardless of available
cover. Mike Walston “hides” in the CamoFlex branches and shows
how effective the system can be. CamoFlex works with a unique
Quick Mount Block and cluster of 3D CamoFlex treelimbs and is a
perfect compliment to just about any treestand or blind. Contact
Lone Wolf Portable Treestands at (309) 691-9653.
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First there was camo and then along came 3-D camo and now
there is Power Pleat. Power Pleat is not a typical pattern but a sys-
tem. Pleats are sewn-in bar tacks approximately 1/2 inch deep.These
pleats break up the human form by eliminating most reflected light
and adding shadows and contrast to even the most complex and
realistic patterns. While a normal camo pattern reflects approxi-
mately 27 percent of the light that strikes it, Power Pleat garments
reduce the reflective light to approximately 6 percent which the
company says greatly increases the effectiveness of any camo pat-
tern. The pleated process creates deep shadows allowing the wear-
er to hide more effectively and is compatible with any popular camo
pattern. Jim Crane president of Power Pleat is shown here with sam-
ples of his Power Pleat garments. For information on this exciting
step in camo call (309) 224-2908.

With the explosion in the use of ground blinds combined with
aging hunters who prefer to keep both feet on the ground the need
for a high quality hunting chair is upon us and HuntMore answered
the call. Scott Hoffman, owner and designer of the HuntMore hunt-
ing chair used his 20 years of ground hunting experience to come
up wth this unique design.

The HuntMore chair has extra large duck shaped feet that give the
chair solid footing on any terrain.The legs are individually adjustable

from 16 to 22 inches.
This allows the height
of the chair to be
adjusted to the size of
the user and also
allows it to provide
level seating on
uneven ground. The
chair is form fitting
and insulated com-
plete with back sup-
port for the maximum
in comfort. Swiveling
silently 360 degrees it
allows the hunter to
quickly shoot in any
direction. The chair
breaks down and
packs into a pouch for
easy carrying to and
from the hunting site.
Call (616) 399-4673 for
complete information.

Jerrod Fondie (left)
and his brother Steve
are co-owners of
VaporTrail Archery.
VaporTrail Archery is
well known for its
high quality strings
and cables and its
popular Limb Driver
arrow rest. The Limb
Driver rest has been
tweaked for quicker
set-up making it very
user friendly and able
to fit the increasingly
wide range of bow
designs available. The
rest comes with new
damper pads that
reduce noise and
vibration to a minimum. These
pads are also available in colors
to match accessories for the tar-
get shooters or those shooters
that are fashion conscious.

New for 2010 VaporTrail
Archery has introduced its Clearview peep (see insert).The Clearview
Peep is offered in a variety of translucent colors that have superior
light gathering properties. These lightweight peeps at 3.7 grains,
have fully rounded surfaces that eliminate any string damage. For
complete information on VaporTrail’s line of quality products call
(800) 310-8110.

Matt Futtere (left) of
Arrowdynamic Solutions
discusses the theory
behind his unique broad-
head designs with Ken
Piper, Executive Editor of
Buckmasters Whitetail
Magazine. The firm is well
known for its Guillotine
turkey head as well as its
unique Atom broadhead
which substitutes Razor-
Wire for the more conven-
tional blades found on
other broadheads. The
Atom head with RazorWire
provides perfect flight at
any arrow speed as well as remaining sharp
even after passing through heavy hide and
bone, Futtere says. “It is the world’s first broad-
head that is completely safe to handle and
won’t accidentally slice bow strings or fingers.”

For 2010 the manufacturer has introduced the
all-new Radian broadhead (see insert). The Radian features scalpel
sharp blades with independent compressibility. The two .039 inch
thick blades pivot around a center axis and rest on a compression
spring that allow the blades to independently compress when passing
through bone, reducing the heads length to width ratio for increased
penetration. The Radian features a 7075 T6 aluminum body with a
solid titanium tip on the 100 grain model and a case hardened tip on
the 125 grain model. For complete information call (512) 515-6299.
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Brett Fulton pres-
ident of Smoke
Broadhead’s holds
a block of ballistic
gelatin that he used
to conduct broad-
head penetration
tests at the 2010
ATA Show. Smoke
Broadhead offers
the original Smoke
mechanical broad-
head and new for
2010, the Ramcat
(see insert). During the broadhead penetra-
tion test, the Ramcat out-penetrated all
other popular broadheads used in the test.

Ramcat’s patented deep lobes on the cut-
ting tip draft wind over the blades during
flight preventing windplaning. Fulton said
these same lobes create a hydrofoil when
penetrating an animal forcing body mass outward and reducing
friction on the arrow shaft resulting in dramatically improved pene-
tration.The replaceable blades are sharpened on both sides and cre-
ate a back-cut if the head does not pass through the animal. The
three bladed 100 grain head has a 1-3/8 inch cut and field point
accuracy. PSE has signed on to provide the sales rep group for
Smoke Broadheads For more information on Smoke Broadheads
and the new Ramcat call (412) 519-5352.

Laporte, the largest manufacturer of clay pigeon traps in the
world has added a new archery target called the Bow-Trap (see
insert) to its line. Standing in front of the Bow-Trap are from the left
Darrel McGlothlin, Frederic Laporte and Jean-Michel Laporte.

The Bow Trap offers an exciting new dimension to the sport of
archery by providing aerial targets and may be ideal for clubs or
shops that want to generate a new income stream. Bow-Trap holds
65 targets in a magazine. Each target will take a minimum of 200 hits
before requiring replacement. The unit, which is completely
portable, operates on one
12 volt battery which will
throw 5,000 targets on a
full charge. The Bow-Trap
randomly throws targets
at speeds up to 30 miles

per hour and between 15
and 20 meters high. It can be
operated via remote hand
control, foot control or voice
release. For more informa-
tion on the Laporte Bow-
Trap call (800) 335-8727.

Kelly Branch of SpyderWeb Targets shows off the SpyderWeb
Challenge Target. “No one buys a new bow without trying it,” said
Branch. “Doesn’t it make sense that you should also try a target?
SpyderWeb has a program that allows the dealer to buy a
SpyderWeb Challenge Target at a reduced rate and put it on their
range for customers to try. The fact that the SpyderWeb target stops
arrows from any weight bow, even at the closest range, and can still
be withdrawn with two fingers almost guarantees a sale when the
customer tries it.”

SpyderWeb targets come in a variety of popular sizes including
range targets. Range targets are available with anti-kick back screens
that ensure that arrows stay straight in the target for proper scoring
and reduced arrow damage commonly caused by arrow strikes. Anti-
kick back screens are easily replaced to keep the target fresh. For
complete information call (269) 982-8003.

Continues on page 76
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Tony Reed, general manager
for Slick Trick, was on hand at
the ATA Show in Indianapolis to
discuss Slick Trick’s complete line
of broadheads including the
new crossbow broadhead. The
175 grain XBow Trick (see inset)
is dedicated for crossbows and
features the same popular .035 inch thick blades and Alcatraz
Bladelock used on Slick Trick’s other top performing heads.

Crossbow shooters are learning that they get better arrow flight,
accuracy and penetration if they increase their bolts FOC (Front of
Center). In order to improve the FOC many crossbow shooters are
replacing their bolt’s aluminum inserts with heavier brass inserts.
Slick Trick’s heavyweight 175 grain XBow Trick has a 1-1/8 inch cut
and provides increased FOC without the need to replace inserts pro-
viding a quick and easy way for the crossbow shooter to improve
bolt performance. For complete information on Slick Trick’s line up of
broadheads call (870) 934-0131.

The growing interest in crossbows across the country has dealers
looking hard at crossbow accessories and the E-Z Cocker/Uncocker
from Bullet Archery Products drew plenty of interest. Jim Nagle

C.E.O. of Bullet Archery Products was on hand to demonstrate the
E-Z Cocker/Uncocker as well as Bullet’s other products. The E-Z
Cocker/Uncocker allows the crossbow shooter to easily cock or
uncock their crossbow with the push of a button as a CO2 cylinder
does all of the work.

Bullet Archery Products offers the Centerfire Arrow rest; an ellipti-
cal ring that centers the arrow every time the bow is drawn yet tilts
away for unrestricted arrow flight when the string is released. Also in
the line-up is the original Razorring Broadhead, a three bladed head
that incorporates an 1-1/16 inch cutting ring that cuts a hole the size
of a 16 gauge shotgun shell. Newly added to the product line is the
Lag Lock Bolt, a locking device designed to both stabilize a treestand
and lock it to the tree discouraging theft. For complete information
on Bullet Archery Products call (866) 833-5890.

On hand at the ATA
Show was the Scorpyd
Crossbow team from left,
Jim Kempf, president,
Kelsey Kempt and Jim
Ward. The Scorpyd
Crossbow utilizes Reverse
Draw Technology which
increases the power
stroke resulting in higher
speeds and a flatter tra-
jectory for any given
draw weight. Reverse
Draw Technology also redistributes the physical weight of the bow
toward the user, making it easier to hold and shoot. For 2010 Scorpyd
is adding a 165 pound model that will shoot a 400 grain arrow at a
blazing 425 feet per second.

A bow quiver (see insert) with a unique squeeze lock is also new.
This squeeze lock not only allows the quiver to be quickly detached
from the bow but allows it to be attached to a treestand or limb in
an instant. Another new item will be a string cocker with a metal sled
attached to ensure exact centering of the string for better accuracy
and to aid positive cocking. Call (319) 331-4700 for information.

Continues from page 73
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